
These cups and lids are sturdy and attractive with a lower environmental 
impact than traditional plastic cups and are perfect for serving icy cold 
beverages, on-the-go snacks, ice cream, or breakfast parfaits.

Drink Cups, Sundae Dishes and Lids 
RPET



Reusing resources 
EarthChoice cups are made with a minimum of 25% post-consumer recycled (RPET) material, 

reducing fossil fuel-based material usage and greenhouse gas emissions.

Recyclable
Recycling products gives them a second life and helps keep them out of landfills. Check locally:  

may not be recyclable in your area. 

Show your commitment 
Tell your customers you care about the environment when you select our EarthChoice  

Stock Print cups.

Strong and clear
This line is durable with a clarity that beautifully displays your signature beverages and  

provides for easy order identification. 

Great for on-the-go
A lid can be added so your drinks can be enjoyed on the go! Select from a variety of dome  

and flat lids to customize your creations.

Drink Cups, Sundae 
Dishes and Lids 
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Product temperature range

Polyethylene Terephthalate - (PET & RPET)
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What temperature range is recommended?



Drink cups
Choose between our EarthChoice stock print and clear 

drink cups, either way you’ll find the smooth glass like 

design, exceptional strength and excellent clarity are the 

perfect choice for your signature beverages. 

Sundae dishes
EarthChoice sundae cups are crystal-clear and have a 

stylish design that will enhance the presentation of your 

sweet treats. All three cups pair with a single common lid 

for inventory efficiency and seamless service. 

Lids
The lids options you want in the sizes you need. Are you 

looking to go straw free? Select our sipper lid. Making grab 

‘n go parfaits? We have no hole options for your display 

essentials. Topping your creations with whipped cream 

and cookie crumbles, we have domes for over the top 

additions. Each lid helps to avoid messy leaks and spills. 
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Drink Cups, Sundae 
Dishes and Lids 



Product number Brand Description Capacity 
(oz.) Material Color Case pack Cup  

lid size

YP9CEC2 EarthChoice 9 oz. Drink cup with EarthChoice print 9 RPET Clear 975 "A" size

YP1412CEC2 EarthChoice 12-14 oz. Drink cup with EarthChoice print 12 RPET Clear 700 "B" size

YP160CEC2 EarthChoice 16 oz. Drink cup with EarthChoice print 16 RPET Clear 700 "B" size

YP21CEC2 EarthChoice 20 oz. Drink cup with EarthChoice print 20 RPET Clear 600 "B" size

YP24CEC2 EarthChoice 24 oz. Drink cup with EarthChoice print 24 RPET Clear 600 "B" size

YP9C EarthChoice 9 oz. Drink cup 9 RPET Clear 975 "A" size

YP90C EarthChoice 9 oz. Tall drink cup 9 RPET Clear 900 "C" size

YP1412CA EarthChoice 12-14 oz. Drink cup 12 RPET Clear 420 "B" size

YP160CA EarthChoice 16 oz. Drink cup 16 RPET Clear 840 "B" size

YP21CA EarthChoice 20 oz. Drink cup 20 RPET Clear 720 "B" size

YP24CA EarthChoice 24 oz. Drink cup 24 RPET Clear 720 "B" size

YPSB5CA EarthChoice 5 oz. Sundae dish 5 RPET Clear 1,050 "B" size

YPSB8CA EarthChoice 8 oz. Sundae dish 8 RPET Clear 1,000 "B" size

YPS12C EarthChoice 12 oz. Sundae dish 12 RPET Clear 1,000 "B" size

YPDL20C EarthChoice Dome lid with hole for "A" size cups - RPET Clear 900 "A" size

YPDL24C EarthChoice Dome lid with hole for "B" size cups - RPET Clear 900 "B" size

YPDL24CLH EarthChoice Dome lid with large hole for "B" size cups - RPET Clear 900 "B" size

YPDL20CNH EarthChoice Dome lid with no hole for "A" size cups - RPET Clear 900 "A" size

YPDL24CNH EarthChoice Dome lid with no hole for "B" size cups - RPET Clear 900 "B" size

YLP20CNH EarthChoice Flat lid without straw slot for "A" size cups - RPET Clear 1,020 "A" size

YLP24CNH EarthChoice Flat lid without straw slot for "B" size cups - RPET Clear 1,020 "B" size

YLP20C EarthChoice Flat lid with straw slot for "A" size cups - RPET Clear 1,020 "A" size

YLP24C EarthChoice Flat lid with straw slot for "B" size cups - RPET Clear 1,020 "B" size

YLP10C EarthChoice Flat lid with straw slot for "C" size cups - RPET Clear 960 "C" size

YLP24CLESS1 EarthChoice Strawless sipper lid for "B" size cups - RPET Clear 1,080 "B" size

Product Line

Drink Cups, Sundae Dishes and Lids
RPET
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The Virtual Packaging Assistant (VPA) app can be used for all of your 
Foodservice Packaging Solutions! It is available for download on all 
Apple, Android and Windows devices.

Virtual Packaging Assistant

These guidelines are supplied to assist you in determining the proper use of Pactiv Evergreen products. 
They are based upon testing and published guidelines and are reliable in most applications. However, 
because every food supplier’s recipes, ingredients, processes and supply chain is unique, these guidelines 
are not a substitute for product testing. Confirmation of product acceptability under your specific 
conditions of use must be done by you.
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